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What is the EU General Data  
Protection Regulation (GDPR)?

The GDPR is uniform law across the EU and beyond, with new requirements for documenting IT procedures, 
performing risk assessments, rules on breach notifications,  and tighter data minimization – establishing a 
single law to enforce European data protection rules and regulation and the right to personal data protection.

The GDPR applies to EU based companies and companies that collect data of EU citizens, regardless of their 
physical presence in the country.

The GDPR means that it’s more critical than ever to have visibility and accountability of your enterprise data. 
Varonis helps meet these requirements and builds a framework for GDPR compliance.

Varonis Profile
Varonis is an innovative data security platform that allows enterprises to manage, analyze and secure 
enterprise data. We specialize in creating software that manages and protects enterprise data against insider 
threats, data breaches and cyberattacks by detecting and alerting on deviations from known behavioral 
baselines, identifying and mitigating exposures of sensitive data and automating processes to secure 
enterprise data. 

Varonis has over 5,350 customers worldwide, and we are already helping hundreds of organizations of all 
sizes with GDPR projects. 

Target Audience
¤¤ Any enterprise that has file shares on Windows, Active Directory,  

 Office 365, UNIX/Linux, NAS, Shar ePoint, or Exchange

¤¤ CISO / C-Level Security

¤¤ IT

¤¤ Data Protection Officer

¤¤ Governance & Compliance 

¤¤ Legal

Call Objectives
¤¤ Get the customer/prospect to accept that the  

 GDPR applies to them. 

¤¤ Book GDPR Readiness Assessment
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We get a lot of phone calls about missing files and folders 

and 90 percent of the time, the user renamed or dragged and 

dropped it somewhere else... 

 

DatAdvantage makes it easy to see what happened and when.

- Bobby Keller | Senior Systems Engineer at Dayton Superior
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THE CUSTOMER  
Location: Miamisburg, Ohio

Products: DatAdvantage

Industry: Manufacturing – Non-residential Construction

Serving the concrete construction industry for more than 100 years, Dayton Superior 
is the leading provider of accessories, chemicals, forming, shoring and paving product 
solutions within the non-residential concrete construction industry.

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
Secure Data Migration: Dayton Superior needed to ensure all data was moved  
over safely.

Data Classification: Dayton Superior needed to keep track of who has access to which 
documents, who is in fact accessing these documents, and prevent them from being lost.

Being able to understand how our files are being used, how 

often, in what manner, by whom and at what times of the day 

has helped us to make decisions on what applications and 

web content management products to continue supporting.

- Bobby Keller | Senior Systems Engineer at Dayton Superior

https://www.varonis.com/products/datadvantage/
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THE VARONIS SOLUTION 
Dayton Superior will leverage Varonis’ DatAdvantage to secure data being migrated  
to Microsoft Office 365 OneDrive for Business and to cloud-based file storage  
system SharePoint. 

Dayton Superior has used DatAdvantage to gain insights into their on-premises IT 
systems for nearly seven years, and will now pivot the product to its new cloud-based 
environment, which it hopes will lower internal storage usage and give employees the 
flexibility to access files on remote devices.  

Dayton Superior plans on rolling out the integration in the next three to four months.

Varonis DatAdvantage informs the company about the status of its files through an 
automatically generated weekly status report. Keller says he often passes these reports 
onto his management, so they are aware of what is happening on their internal network. 
Once the OneDrive/SharePoint integration is complete, Keller wants these reports routed 
to all data owners, so they can see on an ongoing basis who has access to their files. 

Additionally, Dayton Superior’s upper management and lawyers have found value  
in maintaining a record of user activity on the company’s intellectual property and 
critical data. 

DatAdvantage also provides the company an added layer of 

protection from employees copying large amounts of data 

or deleting data. If necessary, we would be able to leverage 

DatAdvantage for litigation purposes.

- Bobby Keller | Senior Systems Engineer at Dayton Superior

https://www.varonis.com/products/datadvantage/
https://www.varonis.com/products/datadvantage/
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A HISTORY OF TRANSPARENCY 
Originally, Dayton Superior implemented DatAdvantage to provide insights on its domain 
environment after an acquisition of Symons. Initially, Dayton Superior managed both 
domains, as the companies still operated independently. Now though, due to streamlined 
operations, the company’s IT team was tasked with collapsing the companies’ employees 
into one environment — without any downtime.

Keller describes the domain environment prior to the Varonis integration as very opaque, 
with “no insight into who had access to what files, and [we] didn’t realize our CIFS 
(common internet file system) shares had been set up with ‘everyone’ access: including 
our group drive where each folder should be locked town to individual, project-based or 
departmental access only.” 

Keller was familiar with Varonis from a partner event and with the help of a Varonis 
engineer, they implemented their DatAdvantage solution. Integration took a couple  
of hours.

The program also enabled Dayton Superior to identify files that were never used but 
were taking up space. After DatAdvantage pinpointed these files, Keller’s department 
was able to clean up stale data

It made our lives easier, we get a lot of phone calls about missing 

files and folders, and 90 percent of the time, the user renamed or 

dragged and dropped it somewhere else...

 DatAdvantage makes it easy to see what happened and when.

- Bobby Keller | Senior Systems Engineer at Dayton Superior

https://www.varonis.com/products/datadvantage/
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1997-04-23/business/9704230349_1_dayton-superior-symons-forming
https://www.varonis.com/products/datadvantage/
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About Varonis
Varonis is a leading provider of software solutions that protect data from insider threats and cyberattacks. 
Varonis empowers enterprises to stop ransomware in its tracks, discover where sensitive data is overexposed, 
prioritize vulnerable and stale data, and lock it down without interrupting business. Varonis builds context 
around the content of data and activity; automates threat detection with predictive threat models built on 
advanced analytics, user behavior, and machine learning; and monitors critical assets for suspicious activity, 
including unusual access to sensitive data, abnormal user behavior and file activity to protect against  
potential exploitation.

All Varonis products are free to try for 30 days.  

Our systems engineering team will get you up and running in no time.

Fast and hassle free

Our dedicated engineer will do all the heavy-lifting for you: setup, configuration, and  
analysis - with concrete steps to improve your data security.

Fix real security issues

We’ll help you fix real production security issues and build a risk report based on your data.

Non-intrusive

We won’t slow you or your system down. We can monitor millions of events per day  
without impacting performance.

Live Demo

Set up Varonis in your
own environment and see
how to stop ransomware
and protect your data.

info.varonis.com/demo

Data Risk Assessment

Get your risk profile,  
discover where you’re  
vulnerable, and fix real  
security issues.

https://info.varonis.com/start

https://info.varonis.com/start

